Abstract-Like most Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), Differential Evolution (DE) usually requires a large number of fitness evaluations to obtain a sufficiently good solution. This is an obstacle for applying DE to computationally expensive problems. Many previous studies have been carried out to develop surrogateassisted approaches for EAs to reduce the number of real fitness evaluations. Existing methods typically build surrogates with either regression or ranking methods. However, due to the pairwise selection scheme of DE, it is more appropriate to formulate the construction of surrogate as a classification problem rather than a regression or ranking problem. Hence, we propose a classification-assisted DE in this paper. Experimental studies showed that the classification-assisted DE has great potential when compared to the DE that uses regression or ranking techniques to build surrogates.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a population-based Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), Differential Evolution (DE) has achieved great success on many real-world application problems [1] . However, a lot of fitness evaluations are usually needed for DE to achieve near-optimal solutions, which becomes a challenge in solving computationally expensive problems in the real world. Computationally expensive problems arise in complex engineering design problems such as structural design [2] , electromagnetics [3] and design of multidisciplinary systems [4] . In such problems, one fitness evaluation can take many hours of computer time. Considering the limited computational resource, it is necessary to develop new strategies to reduce the number of fitness evaluations when DE is employed to solve such problems.
In the literature, there has been increasing interest about how to reduce the number of fitness evaluations in EAs. One popular method is constructing computationally efficient models (usually called surrogates or meta-models) to evaluate individuals instead of carrying out the real evaluations [5] . In the early years, the aim of building surrogates is to predict the fitness of individuals. A surrogate is built on a training set composed of historical evaluated individuals. Usually, part of individuals over some number of generations are added to the training set with real evaluations to update the surrogate [6] . Commonly-used surrogates include Polynomial Models, Kriging Models, Multi-layer Perceptrons (MLPs), RadialBasis Function (RBF) Networks, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Gaussian Processes and a comprehensive description of them can be found in [2] . By using historical data in the optimization process, lots of studies that combine EAs and fitness approximation emerged and an up-to-date survey was presented in [5] . In this paper, this type of methods is referred to as regression-assisted methods. Runarsson [7] stated that only the rank (or partial rank) of individuals is required for EAs that select the best individuals. Based on this, a generic framework of building surrogate ranking to predict the ranks of the individuals in evolutionary computation was presented in [7] . In this framework, the surrogate is built by ordinal regression and a cross-validation is employed to update the surrogate every generation. Following this, the latest work that employs rank-based SVMs in Covariance Matrix Adaption Evolution Strategies (CMA-ES) was presented in [8] . Different from [7] , this work does not use the cross-validation process but generates many more pre-children than required in every generation. The surrogate is used to estimate the ranks of the offspring individuals. Then, individuals that undergo real fitness evaluations or enter the next generation directly are chosen based on the estimated ranks with a two-step process. Since the methods in [7] and [8] only make use of surrogate to rank individuals, they are referred to as ranking-assisted methods hereinafter.
In its selection process, DE adopts pairwise comparison. That is, each offspring individual is only compared to the corresponding parent rather than any other individual. In such case, neither the fitness values nor the ranks of offspring individuals are required by the algorithm. Instead, only a surrogate that can distinguish the better one between a parent and its offspring individual is enough. This is in nature a classification problem rather than a regression or ranking one. Although the regression-assisted methods have been applied in DE [9] and ranking-assisted methods are still applicable, they may not fit the framework of DE perfectly. Furthermore, given the same training data, regression and ranking are more complicated tasks than classification. Introducing unnecessarily compli-cated intermediate problems into the optimization process may deteriorate the quality of the final solution. Having this in mind, we propose incorporating classification techniques into DE to reduce fitness evaluations. For each parent in current population, a training set is chosen from the historical evaluated individuals and then a classifier is built on the training set. After this, the classifier is used to judge whether its offspring individual is better than itself so as to decide whether to evaluate the offspring individual with the fitness function. That means, not all offspring individuals are evaluated with the fitness function. As a result, part of fitness evaluations are saved every generation compared to DE. In the literature, classification techniques have been successfully integrated into EAs to solve specific computationally expensive problems. But the existing work was studied in different context and for different purpose. In [10] , [11] , classifiers were used to predict whether candidate vectors are defined or not in a pre-selection stage to reduce the consumption of optimization budget. In [12] , [13] , [14] , classification was employed to assist MAs to estimate the feasibility boundary and choose individuals that would experience refinement. So far, however, classification techniques have been employed to compare different individuals in the population of an EA. Experimental comparisons were made between the performance of classification-assisted DE and DE, regression-assisted DE and ranking-assisted DE respectively. The efficacy of the proposed approach has been justified by the results. This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief introduction to DE. The procedure of classificationassisted DE is described in Section III. In Section IV, experimental studies are presented to investigate the efficacy of classification-assisted DE. Finally, summary and conclusions are given in Section V.
II. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION
Proposed by Storn and Price in [15] , DE is a populationbased stochastic search algorithm for solving optimization problems in continuous space. A solution of the optimization problem can be represented by a vector of variables. At first, DE initializes a population of solutions with each variable generated according to a uniform distribution between the low and high bound. Then, it uses three reproductive strategies (mutation, crossover and selection strategy) to evolve the population until a stopping criterion is met.
Considering the population {x i,g |i = 1, 2, ..., popsize} at a certain generation g, where popsize is the population size and each individual x i,g is a n-dimensional real-valued vector, mutation vectors are generated according to the typical mutation strategy by adding a weighted difference between two different individuals to another individual. The mutation strategy can be represented by the formula as follows:
where i 1 , i 2 , i 3 ∈ [1, popsize] are chosen randomly and meet
. F > 0 is the scale factor , with 0.9 as its empirical value. The typical mutation strategy is denoted as 'DE/rand/1'. Other mutation strategies can be found in [15] . After mutation, a binary crossover operation is applied to the mutation vectors according to:
where U j (0, 1) represents a standard uniform distribution, j rand is a randomly chosen integer ∈ [1, n] .
is the crossover rate, with 0.9 as its empirical value. By now, one offspring individual has been generated for each individual in the population. Last, DE implements the selection strategy by pairwise comparison:
For each parent and its offspring individual, the one with higher fitness value between them enters the next generation.
Here f is the fitness function and g denotes the current generation. It is noted that a solution with the maximal fitness value is the best solution.
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, a new algorithm, namely classificationassisted DE, is presented. Classification-assisted DE is developed from DE for solving computationally expensive problems. Unlike DE, classification-assisted DE incorporates classification techniques into DE for the sake of reducing fitness evaluations. An overview of classification-assisted DE is given in Algorithm 1. The input parameter f denotes the fitness function of the optimization problem and MaxEval is the maximal number of fitness evaluations. Totally, classification-assisted DE compromises of two phases. One is database building phase (steps 5-10 in Algorithm 1), which begins after a population pop 0 = {x i,0 |i = 1, 2, ..., popsize} is initialized. The other is classification employing phase (steps 11-31 in Algorithm 1). Database building phase aims to provide classification employing phase with sufficient evaluated individuals to build classification models. In the database building phase, it generally follows the same procedure of DE. At every generation, DE mutation, crossover and selection strategy are applied to the current population pop g = {x i,g |i = 1, 2, ..., popsize} to generate a new population pop g+1 = {x i,g+1 |i = 1, 2, ..., popsize} for the next generation. In addition, all the newly evaluated individuals are archived into a database. In Algorithm 1, MaxGb denotes the count of generations that the database building phase lasts for and DB represents the database that is updated every generation.
At the beginning of every generation in classification employing phase, DE mutation and crossover strategy are applied to the current population pop g = {x i,g |i = 1, 2, ..., popsize} to generate an offspring population upop g = {u i,g |i = 1, 2, ..., popsize}. After this, classification 
eval = eval + popsize 10: end while 11: while eval < M axEval do 12: upop g = DE-Mutate-Crossover(pop g ) 13: for each u i,g in upop do 14 : 
end if 20 :
else 25: end for 31: end while techniques are introduced to assist in determining which offspring individuals to evaluate with the fitness function. This process mainly involves three steps. They are training set choosing, classifier training and exact evaluation choosing. In this process, classification techniques are used to train a classifier for each u i,g to offer estimated comparison between u i,g and its parent x i,g .
In the training set choosing step, a training set is selected from the database for each u i,g to build a local model. According to [8] , the training set should not lie too far away from u i,g . Therefore, a neighborhood N B i including k nearest neighbors in DB is identified for each u i,g (step 14 in Algorithm 1).
For classifier training step, the first important thing is to decide which classification model to use. Inspired from statistical learning theory [16] , SVMs are powerful machine learning algorithms with properties of high generalization and kernel trick for nonlinear mapping [17] . SVMs have been extensively used for learning classification functions, which can be called support vector classification (SVC). The SVC usually produces a decision function and employs a threshold between the two classes to handle the classification problem. In this study, soft-margin SVC [17] is chosen as the classification algorithm. To train a classification model, the training set should be processed to offer two-class information. As the classifier is built to estimate whether u i,g is better than x i,g , individuals in N B i should be classified according to their fitness values and the fitness value of x i,g at first. As a consequence, an individual in N B i can be a good, bad or equal individual. As only a good offspring individual can replace the parent and enter next generation in the pairwise selection, the equal neighbor is treated as the bad one. Based on this, three types of N B i can be encountered in building classifiers. 1) Mixed Neighborhood: A mixed neighborhood comprises of both good and bad individuals.
2) Good Neighborhood: A good neighborhood is composed entirely of good individuals.
3) Bad Neighborhood: A bad neighborhood is composed entirely of bad individuals.
Among the three types of neighborhood, only a mixed neighborhood can offer two-class information. Hence, the classification technique (SVC in this study) is only employed to the offspring individual with a mixed neighborhood to train a classifier (step 15-16 in Algorithm 1). However, the number of good individuals and the number of bad individuals might differ from each other in a mixed neighborhood, which means the training set might be imbalanced. Imbalanced training set usually make the trained classifier bias against the minority class. This will have a negative effect on the performance of classification-assisted DE eventually. As threshold-moving [18] is a simple yet effective method in addressing class imbalance problems, it is employed in the classifier training step. Different from [18] , the method sets the output threshold so that the G-Mean metric [19] is maximized.
Exact evaluation choosing step determines which offspring individuals to evaluate with the fitness function. As the fitness value of the parent is required in classifying the neighborhood of its offspring individual, all individuals in the current population should have the fitness values. To ensure this, different strategies are applied to different offspring individuals at every generation in the classification employing phase.
For the offspring individual with a mixed neighborhood, whether to evaluate it depends on the classification result given by the trained classifier. If it is classified into the good class, the offspring individual is chosen to evaluate with the fitness function. As a good neighborhood intuitively signifies a better search space and the offspring individual with a good neighborhood is most likely better than its parent, such a offspring individual is selected to evaluate. For the offspring individual with a bad neighborhood, direct intuition advises that the offspring individual is in a worse search space except the offspring individual with the best solution at present as its parent. To make efficient use of computational budget, only this offspring individual is chosen to evaluate with the fitness function. After this, all offspring individuals with exact evaluations are compared with their separate parent and the better one enters the next generation. Moreover, every newly evaluated solution will be archived into the database Schwefel's Problem 2.6 with Global Optimum on Bounds unimodal f 6 Shifted Rosenbrock's Function multimodal f 7 Shifted Rotated Griewank's Function without Bounds multimodal f 8 Shifted Rotated Ackley's Function with Global Optimum on Bounds multimodal f 9 Shifted Rastrigin's Function multimodal f 10 Shifted Rotated Rastrigin's Function multimodal immediately for the sake of building effective classification models next time. The classification employing phase lasts until all fitness evaluations are used up.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
The efficacy of classification-assisted DE has been evaluated by comparing the performance achieved by it and relevant algorithms on benchmark functions. Specifically, the empirical study aimed to check whether introducing classification into DE is capable of improving the performance of DE with a pre-defined number of fitness evaluations.
A. Experimental Setup 1) Compared Algorithms:
To validate the efficacy of classification-assisted DE, performance comparisons were made between it and each of DE, regression-assisted DE and ranking-assisted DE. To make the comparative study as fair as possible, the following setup was used in the experiments.
First, all the algorithms are built up on the same framework of DE as introduced in Section II. It should be noted that we do not intend to design a new DE variant but a new surrogateassisted approach that can be applied to any algorithm that employs pairwise comparison. Hence, the original DE is sufficient for our purpose.
Second, as SVC is chosen as the classification algorithm in classification-assisted DE in Section III, the regression and ranking model building are also based on SVM techniques. They are support vector regression (SVR) with ε-insensitive loss function [21] and rank-based SVMs (Rank-SVMs) that were used in [8] . Correspondingly, the three surrogate-assisted DE algorithms are denoted as SVC-DE, RankSVM-DE, SVR-DE hereinafter for convenience.
Third, both the regression-assisted DE and ranking-assisted DE employ the same framework as classification-assisted DE. For regression-assisted DE, a SVM model is trained by SVR with the selected neighborhood for each offspring individual to approximate the real fitness function. If the predicted fitness value of the offspring individual is better than the real fitness value of its parent, it is selected to evaluate with the real fitness function. For ranking-assisted DE, Rank-SVMs are used to learn a ranking model for each offspring individual with a ranked neighborhood. Then the trained model is employed to rank the offspring individual and its parent. Only when the offspring individual has the higher rank does it undergo exact evaluation.
2) Parameter Setting: In this paper, 10 test functions denoted as f 1 − f 10 were chosen from [20] and detailed in Table I with the configuration of dimension n = 30. Every test function is considered as a minimization problem. The control parameters of DE were set as follows: popsize = 100, F = 0.5 and CR = 0.9. Other parameters shown in Algorithm 1 were set as: M axEval = 10000 for f 1 − f 6 and f 8 − f 10 , M axEval = 20000 for f 7 , M axGb = 20 and k = 40. Since the main purpose of the empirical study was to compare the benefits that DE can obtain from the regression, ranking, and classification models, all these parameters were kept the same for each algorithm. The simulation environment is MATLAB with PRTools [22] used. According to [20] , the function error value of a solution equals to the function value of the solution minus the minimal function value. In this paper, the function error value is used as the quality metric of solutions. For every algorithm, the best function error values achieved over 25 runs for the 10 test functions were collected.
B. Experimental Results and Analysis
In Table II this work. All of these aroused a more challenging scenario for the classification model, which may classify many bad offspring individuals to the good class and thus induced a lot of fitness evaluations when the good individuals are much less than the bad ones in the training set. In other words, a larger part of the limited computational resource has been wasted, which led to the worse performance. The use of more advanced techniques for imbalanced data sets may alleviate this problem.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, a surrogate-assisted DE, classification-assisted DE, is brought up by incorporating classification rather than ranking or regression for pairwise comparison into DE to solve computationally expensive functions. The efficacy of classification-assisted DE was investigated by using SVMs to learn the surrogate model with a conclusion that classificationassisted DE has great potential in reducing fitness evaluations. Although classification-assisted DE is developed from DE, the classification-based method for building surrogates has its universality in EAs with pairwise selection.
The main weakness of the approach is that imbalanced training set has effect on the classification accuracy. In experimental studies, a simple threshold moving was employed at the expectation of avoiding this. Although this may not solve imbalanced problems completely, the above experimental results have indicated that classification-assisted DE is promising. Moreover, the opportunities for future works have been opened, which may include investigation on incorporating other methods for imbalanced data classification into classification-assisted DE.
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